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About This Game

RUMP! It's a crazy and challenging 3D jump and run game with a high focus on speedrunning, competition, sick moves and
ultimate multiplayer-mayhem!

You think the good old Mario Kart was the challenge for you and your friends? Now RUMP! is going to be busting your mind.
There are no classic green, red or blue shells - but several other gadgets, that will make your friends rage when you fire them

off.

Compete with your steam friends, dare them to defy you and beat their best times! Be rewarded with different skins, characters
and even some nice powerups. If you want to, you can climb the ladder and score the best times of the worldwide ranking!

The singleplayer offers over 50 different maps with some serious jumping, collecting and raging action! Get all Coins to
proceed to the next level, be fast to make sure to beat your friends' highscores! Achieve the Bronze, Silver and Gold times to

receive cool awards, skins and other stuff.
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In the multiplayer modes you can challenge up to three of your friends in a fight to the death! Multiple modes are planned - but
the most important thing, as usual, will be: first to arrive wins. Use your body and your gadgets to get rid of your foes and

proceed to unbelievable greatness! Missiles, Boosters, Hooks and other grim utilities can be used to make your way to the top.
Compete with other players all over the world!

Up to 6 people multiplayer mayhem to beat your friends via STEAM!

Race your friends and expect MAYHEM!

The Ultimate Lan Party game!

Online Matchmaking with Quickjoin options or premade Lobbys/Groups!

Sleek singleplayer with a high amount of different maps, gadgets, mechanics, competition and story!

High amount of various Skins, Accessories, Chars and Maps!

Awesome multiplayer gadgets like hooks, missiles and other fun stuff!

Cool new things at least twice a month! Weapons, Gadgets, Levels!
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Global & local rankings with leaderboards and statistics!

Speedrun functionality for all time contest records!

Many humorous and funny elements, including dark ones!

Competition, rage and success!

Different supported plattforms! (tba)

Unique Soundtrack and ambience!

Tons of uniquely designed levels! Created with love!

Lots of achievements and unlockables!

No arms and legs - but there's a cape!
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Title: RUMP! - It's a Jump and Rump!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Dedication Labs
Publisher:
Dedication Labs
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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rump - it's a jump and rump. rump it's a jump and bump. rump its a jump and rump game

Perfect game to satisfy your desire for achviements. <3. Bad localization and clunky controls. Cheap scares and annoying fail
condition.. This is very confusing and maybe even IMPOSSIBLE to use, I reccomend, you DON'T get it.. The game is fun until
it becomes too repetitive, I think it's worth on sale.. I have played chess at club level. I think this software is enough for analyze
the chess game. You can input mutiple chess engine in to the program. There are thousands of chess game from the grandmaster
to learn from. At first the program is difficult to use, the interface is sure confusing. If you don\u2019t want to spend money, i
would suggest free mobile application as an alternative.. Old Scool Games are the best kind of games. A Great game.
Wanna play online with other players? owo

http://steamcommunity.com/groups/Frontlines_Fuel_Of_War
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History repeats.. I bought this game for 0.39 GBP. I think I completed it in about 1.5 hours, roughly. When I first loaded up the
game I was quite tempted to turn it off. But I am glad I didn't. It's not a long game, and you can tell it's made by just one person,
but It's fun for what it's worth. I think what made it fun for me was figuring out exactly how to kill some of the 'things'. There
are certain methods that standard FPS games dont use, and that made this one slightly different.

The creator has certainly put some thought in the level design, gradually introducing the player to ideas first before throwing you
in the deep end. The sounds were a little corny, and I didn't find the game particularly scary at all - so I think 'horror' is a bit too
far fetched.

But hey - Was it worth 39p? Of course it was. If I had made this game I would be proud. It's fun, it's short, it's a bit silly in
places, I enjoyed it. I felt like i was playing someone's baby. Oleg - you've potential, my suggestion would be to find a team and
work with them. You could create something great.. 10\/10 sucks.. Awesome game. The developer has really re-invented the
game Asteroids

Multi colours\/10. I own this because it was in the bundle, theres no reason to buy small this for small figures that your barely
see.
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